Delivering the ‘perfect’ Christmas tree
Local man
harvests these
giants to sell to
far-off resorts
By Jeff Duewel
of the Daily Courier

The bigger the trees, the
harder they fall.
So George Jones of Grants
Pass takes great care of the 40to 75-foot Christmas trees that
he harvests each year and sells
to far-off resorts such as Sea
World in San Diego and RitzCarlton hotels.
Last week Jones cut down six
of the giants which supplement
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his regular Christmas tree sales
in Azalea and in Los Angeles.
This 75-footer, bound for a hotel in Vallejo, Calif., is the largest ever cut by George Jones and was too
The operation involves sawing through the trunk while the heavy to lift with a helicopter, so a crane was used.
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tree, then I cut it,” said Jones,
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Jones
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after seeing a
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“I thought,
“I started buying out all the
During the
on harvesting the giant trees
‘Wow, is that
Home Depots in Los Angeles
harvest, Jones
an ugly
County in October,” he said.
taps into his
Christmas
“Most stores stock about 250.
physical
tree. I can do better than
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strength from years of bicythat,’” Jones said.
Jones’ son Stephen, his
cling to scramble from tree to
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He’d seen plenty of trees
brother and his business parttree over as much as a mile.
working as a forester, so it did- The $2,000-per-hour helicopter
ner and friend Jill Dean help
A helicopter hoists a huge Christmas tree cut by
n’t take long to find prime
make the operation go.
fee offers a motive to hustle.
George Jones, who has been harvesting the big
groves of white fir on private
“It’s a challenge to make
On the landing, the trees are
trees for more than a decade.
timberlands near Butte Falls
this work,” Jones said. “But
winched through a customand Howard Prairie Reservoir. made steel cone — “I told them
over the years I’ve fine-tuned
for $11,000, that was picked out
“Then they get tarped on a
He tries to keep about 40 or
this business to where I can
in person by a staff member
truck, as snug as a bug, like a
to make it strong enough to
50 big ones in production, fertil- suck a Volkswagen through” — big round cigar,” Jones said.
who flew out. Most clients settle make a profit at it. I give the
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Last week’s haul included
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“

The helicopter flies
the hook into me, I
hook it to the strap,
shimmy down the
tree, the chopper
puts a lean on the
tree, then I cut it. It’s
like poetry in motion.
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